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Run and Manage Stateful Kubernetes Applications

At Any Scale On Any Cloud with Ondat and Kasten Ondat the a software-
defined, cloud native storage solution for Kubernetes. Ondat gives you total 
control of your storage environment – whether on-premises or in the cloud, 
delivering persistent storage to applications in containerized environments, 
helping you achieve all of the business benefits of this technology. Ondat 
software is built for developers and is highly performant allowing you to break 
lock-in, improve agility and respond to change quickly. With Ondat, you can 
expect to save on infrastructure costs because you’ll turn commodity hardware 
into enterprise-grade storage. Using Ondat, any storage on any node ican be 
delivered to the applications that need it anywhere in the cluster.

When paired with Kasten K10, day 2 operations 
teams are afforded an easy-to-use, scalable, 
and secure system for backup/restore, disaster 
recovery, and mobility of Kubernetes applications 
deployed on Ondat. K10’s application-centric 
approach and deep integrations with relational 
and NoSQL databases, Kubernetes distributions, 
and all clouds provides teams the freedom 
of infrastructure choice without sacrificing 
operational simplicity. Policy-driven and 
extensible, K10 provides a native Kubernetes 
API and includes features such full-spectrum 
consistency, database integrations, automatic 
application discovery, multi-cloud mobility, 
and a powerful web-based user interface.

Ondat is free to try and comes with a community edition and no restriction on 
number of nodes. Try it today to run your stateful applications at scale

portal.ondat.io/signup

Kasten K10 for Kubernetes data management platform 
running on Ondat Cloud-Native Storage provides for 
comprehensive data backup and recovery, disaster 
recovery, and application mobility.

App-Centric

Relational and NoSQL Block, 
File, and Object Multi-Layer 
Consistency.

Ease-of-Use

Software Only, Simple 
Dashboard, Policy-Based 
Workflows.

Secure

RBAC, Token Auth and 
OpenID Connect (OIDC), 
End-to-End Encryption.

Key solutions 
benefits

Advanced
Management

Interface Integrates 
monitoring, management, 
and alerts for all K10 data 
management actions.

Simple
Installation

Installs via a single
helm command or via
Cloud marketplaces.

Rich Backup
Policies

Automates your data 
management workflows
with powerful yet flexible 
policy based actions.

Automatic 
Application 
Discovery

Automatically discovers all
applications running onyour 
cluster and all internal state.

www.ondat.io

https://www.ondat.io/


Deliver Developer-Ready Infrastructure 

Developers can’t afford infrastructure that slows them down and 
businesses rely on developers to rapidly develop and deploy 
applications to accelerate digital transformation. Ondat delivers 
simple, fast, self-service provisioning of consistent, highly-available 
cloud-native storage within a few minutes, on any-cloud. The Ondat 
control plane orchestrates cluster operations such as volume 
placement, and reacts to node failure, dynamically promoting 
volume replicas and moving mount points as appropriate.

Accelerate DevOps with Application-Level Awareness

Kasten’s data management solution works with an entire 
application, not just the infrastructure or storage layers. This 
allows your operations team to scale by ensuring business policy 
compliance at the application level, providing more power and 
control while accelerating development cycles.

Boost Application Agility, Performance and Resiliency

Empower IT administrators with visibility into Kubernetes 
workloads and clusters and manage policies for an entire group 
of VMs, containers or both with a unified platform. Facilitate easy 
publishing and support for applications outside of the Kubernetes 
cluster as well. Through native integration with the Kubernetes 
Cluster API, app developers can specify their own load balancers 
and access policies.

Protect Applications without Developer Overhead

With Kasten K10, developers can take existing containers and run 
them without modification. Kasten K10 automatically discovers 
all the application components running on your cluster - including 
the state that spans across storage volumes, databases (NoSQL/
Relational), and configuration data included in Kubernetes objects 
such as config maps and secrets - without any development 
changes, providing seamless protection.

Enjoy Rapid Deployment and Ease of Use

Kasten K10 and Ondat can be self-deployed within minutes on 
any on-prem or public cloud installation, without professional 
services. It provides an easy-to-use interface and Kubernetes-
integrated API, along with integrated monitoring and support for 
enterprise authentication and authorization schemes.

Enable Multiple Use Cases with Seamless Migration

The ability to move an application across clusters enables a 
variety of use cases including Disaster Recovery (DR), Test/
Dev with realistic data sets and performance testing in isolated 
environments. Kasten K10 is built to support seamless application 
migration and mobility in a variety of different and overlapping 
contexts - across namespaces, clusters, clouds, cloud accounts 
and regions.
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